Mondays at
the Museum

ORANGE REGIONAL MUSEUM

(at home!)

This week we are looking at sharks.
Below is a picture of a White Shark from our new exhibition Capturing
Nature: early photography at the Australian Museum 1857-1893.

Image: White Shark, Carcharodon carcharias, in the Museum’s taxidermy shed. Photo © Australian Museum

Animals like this white shark were brought into the Australian Museum so they could be preserved through a process
called taxidermy. It can be very difficult to preserve animals like this, and photographs are often taken so that there was
another record of animals and their features. The man who took this photograph was named Henry Barnes, and he was
very good at both taxidermy and photography.
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Paper shark
What you’ll need:

Substitute

2 x A4 sheets of coloured paper (different colours)

Coloured scrap paper, ideally 20cm x 20cm; plain A4
sheet of paper coloured in

Scissors
Glue stick
Stick-on eyes

Googly eyes; pen to draw eyes

Instructions

1

Choose a piece of coloured paper for
your shark. Bring one corner of your
paper to meet the opposite long side
to form a triangle.
Cut the remaining rectangle off your
paper, and you should be left with a
square piece of paper.

4

Unfold your paper and rub glue onto
one of your side flaps. Take the other
side flap and stick over the gluey flap.

2

Take the two corners on either side
of the centre fold and fold them in to
meet in the middle of your paper.

5

Turn your shark over and use your
scissors to cut off the pointy end of
the head to make your shark’s nose.

3

Unfold your corners, and refold along
the centre fold again. Take your
scissors and cut along the centre fold
to the edge of your side folds. Make
a cut every 1-2cm, and leave space at
each end for the head and tail of your
shark.

6

Using the template on the last page
(or draw your own based on the
shark picture), cut out a shark fin, tail
and flippers. Glue them to your shark.
Stick or draw on your eyes.
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Extra Time:
1. 	Look at your shark and the shark in the photograph on the first page. Can you notice any features that are missing
from your shark, like gills and nostrils? Add these features to your shark.

2. 	Look at the shark in the photograph on the first page. Do you notice any marks on its body? Can you think of some
reasons the shark might have marks like scars on its body?

3. 	Look at this picture from Capturing Nature. The photograph was taken 150 years ago of the Fish Gallery at the
Australian Museum.
Can you spot and count the following sea creatures?
Shark

How many?

Dolphin

How many?

Stingray

How many?

Crocodile

How many?

Seal

How many?

Image: The Fish Gallery, early 1870s. Photo © Australian Museum
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